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A text is a set of words conveying a particular semantic based on their order,
representation and structure. Those elements can be associated through a different set
of interpretations, based on frequency and proportionality. The problem with context is
that numbers do not help understand the semantics and fall short to convey the message
of the text. The graphical representation of text semantics focuses on the conversion of
text to images. Contrarily to word clouds that simply produce frequency mapping of
words within the text and topic models that essentially give context to word frequencies
and proportionalities, images keep intact the semantic and the context of the words in the
text. They provide a deeper understanding and can be better interpreted. Models such as
AttnGAN already exist to convert text into images with a certain level of success, but there
has not been work done concerning the conversion of long and complex texts in an image
or a set of images. The goal of this analysis is to first, provide an understanding of how
we divide the text in bits that improve the resulting image and how does the summarization
methodology affect the image result.
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1 Chapter I: Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement
Complex sentences surround us every day with various meanings and content. They
are one important part of our language and represent the vast majority of our readings.
Complex sentences are composed of an independent clause and one or more dependent
clauses. Along with simple and compound sentences, they form the main sentences
structures we can find in books, speeches and other elements using text. In the books
we read sometimes are illustrations. These illustrations generally take 5 weeks to complete
for a 24 to 32 pages books and can go up to 5 months for the most complex illustrations.
With today’s technology, generating a specific image of a bird with specific descriptive
elements is done in a matter of seconds using a Generative Adversary Networks. Uplifting
such a task from months to minutes would be a dream but this ideal solution is still far from
our reality. Nonetheless, the capacity to build a system that could provide visual reference
from sentences found in a book could drastically improve readability for young kids, hence
the scope of this research. One assumption that would come is why not simply feed a
GAN with the book and wait for a result. The problem with GANs, and specifically those
related to text-to-image conversion, is the problem of semantic separation, sentence logic,
and at the ground base the fact that GANs cannot properly digest thousands of lines of text
at once. Also, abstract elements cannot be represented as images as they simply do not
have any physical representation. These different variables coming from the text make its
conversion into image a real challenge. Throughout our research, we establish as a first
step understanding complex sentences and providing a way to reduce them to summaries,
then convert them into logic groups that can then be ingested by GANs.
To assist ourselves in our task, we decided to compile different novel summarization
algorithms along with logic-based association algorithms and GANs. Our goal is not to
10
reinvent the wheel but rather use and tweak the tools already present to lift a new solution.
This is why in our first iteration of the process, we assessed which summarization algorithm
worked best on an average of different summarization datasets, before taking a deeper dive
with the best two summarization algorithm and apply the logical separation algorithm based
on topic relatedness. The novel structure implemented in this work is the final result of the
summarization and logical association that we decided to call “seed” for the purpose of
this research. Each seed can become an image, or a set of images based on the length
and relatedness of the sentences. We also raise the hypothesis that the coherence of a seed
impacts the quality of the image. This is verified through testing the different seeds from
the two provided processes along with the two used GANs. Our end goal is the generation
of an illustration set that follows the logic and continuity of the text provided.
Based on the knowledge acquired through readings and preceding experiments, we
decided to apply the techniques provided and establish a model for graphical representation
of text semantics. Rather than building our own structure, we combine different novel
models that proved to be more efficient than commonly used models. The hypothesis is
that the average coherence of a text can be increased by associating its logical groups. We
also set as hypothesis that the image provided by the most coherent seeds will be better
than the image provided by the less coherent ones.
1.2 Purpose of the research
The purpose of the research is to assess the capacity to define a usable pipeline to the
transformation of long complex text into set of images and establish which methodology
provides the best results in term of image realism. We have to consider that the image
realism is a pretty subjective topic and does not correlate to a mathematical operation.
The nature of this work is qualitative but is supported by clear metrics surrounding its
foundations.
11
2 Chapter II: Literature Review
2.1 Semantics
Semantics is the study of the meaning of words, phrases and sentences [Bar73]. The
study of semantics is centered around the meaning of words and sentences. Two types of
meaning are to be observed when discussing the meaning of words and sentences. The
conceptual meaning refers to the basic meaning of the word conveyed by the language.
e.g. : Foot: the lower extremity of the leg below the ankle, on which a person stands
or walks
In this case the word finds a singular meaning that is understood as base. The
associative meaning deals with the connotation of the word. The meaning the word varies
based on the other elements of the sentence surrounding it.
e.g. : This stool is one foot tall and can be used as support
In this case, the word foot is referred as a unit of length/height because of the
surrounding elements of the sentence. The English language reveals oddity that can help
understand what is the meaning of a word based on the words it is and what it is not.
Relatively to the combinations chosen, we can notice some sentence structures do not work:
e.g. : The throne sat on the king
Even though the sentence can be pictured, it appears odd as it is not common.
The sentence is syntactically good but semantically odd. The components of conceptual
meaning are general notions that appear in speech or thought. Elements can be associated
with specific capacities. In the example presented above, the throne cannot sit on the king,
generating an oddity within the sentence. Sitting is not an active property of a chair, but
a human has an active property that is sitting. We can therefore construct the conceptual
meaning of a word based on its properties and counter properties.
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Throne King Man Sun Ground
Walk - + + - -
Sit - + + - -
Male - + + - -
Shine + - - + -
Soil - - - - +
Table 2.1: Semantic association
Based on the table above, we know that a king can be a male but cannot be a soil, and
a man can sit, whereas the sun cannot sit but can shine. Such a table helps understanding
the conceptual meaning of an entity, and can be used as a reference to grasp the coherence
of a statement. From the analysis gathered in [Kuz15], the composition of the components
of the language is a system of basic concepts, states, place and properties, a system of
relationships, a system of spatial concepts, a time line, a set of causal relationships and
a goal. We have to remember that these elements are more qualitative than quantitative,
making it difficult to design a formal process to capture them and define a language
processor. Multiple factors impact the semantic of a text as stated in S. Pinker’s book
Introduction to special issue of Cognition on lexical and conceptual semantics [LP91]. The
creation of methodologies surrounding language cannot grasp those qualitative elements
properly, hence why the quantitative analysis of language has been the main train of
research in the recent years. Semantics reveals to be a qualitative attribute [FvKS04] that
is deeply rooted within the context, state of mind and power dynamic of the discussion.
Nonetheless, tools such as LSA [Lan06] claim to create vector-based representations of
text which state to be able to capture semantic content.
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2.2 Text Mining
From the definition of Kumar et al [QSF+18], text mining denotes the analysis of
large sized natural language datasets and detection of linguistic usage patterns to extract
useful information. Text mining approach relies on quantitative analysis over subjective
qualitative analysis. Text mining is divided into four areas which are:
Data Mining: Data mining is the process of sorting through large data sets to identify
patterns and establish relationships to solve problems through data analysis.
Information retrieval: IR refers to the different methodologies and guides used to
retrieve relevant documents from large datasets with maximal efficiency.
Natural Language Processing: It is the study of human language whose goal is to
have computer understand language the way human do.
Information Extraction: It refers to the extraction of structured data from
unstructured or semi unstructured machine-readable documents [6]. Text mining involves
fundamental steps that ensure the efficiency of the mining. These steps are the text
preprocessing, the text clean up, the tokenization and the part of speech tagging.
2.2.1 Text Preprocessing
Text preprocessing involves all the modifications that convert the text in a form that is
predictable and analyzable. The specificity of this task are affected by the approach and the
domain. The approach refers to the methods that will be applied to the text as data, while
the domain refers to the area of influence of the text, or the nature of its content.
e.g. Task = Sentiment Analysis [approach] + Amazon Reviews [domain]
In this example, the task we have at hand is to define a sentiment analysis of amazon
reviews for specific products. Amazon reviews are compiled in a specific format and may
contain elements that are or are not relevant to the domain, or text elements that are specific
to the domain and should be given a higher importance. Sentiment analysis requires specific
14
elements such as adjectives and adverbs to be kept intact. By associating the approach and
the domain, we are able to pre-process text in a way that improves the overall result of
the next steps. This preprocessing can impact the datatype of the text data. Different
preprocessing operations exist and each have a specific impact to the text and resulting
output. These operations are:
Lowercasing: This operation converts all elements of the text into lower case. This
avoids differentiation between elements at the beginning of sentences and enable to capture
all the variations of a word under the same word. Situations may arise where conserving








Table 2.2: Lowercase transformation
Stemming: It is the process of reducing a word to a stem or root dictionary for that is
used by prefixes and suffixes. Stemming is mostly used in information retrieval as it enable
to find more results related to a word by using its dictionary root form, increasing the recall
of the research.
e.g. :Flexible, flexing, flexibility, flexes → flex
Lemmatization: it usually refers to doing things properly with the use of a vocabulary
and morphological analysis of words, normally aiming to remove inflectional endings only
and to return the base or dictionary form of a word, which is known as the lemma [CCP19].
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Lemmatization usually provides better results in the course of information retrieval as it
uses more logic rules than stemming. Lemmatization transforms the word to its actual root
rather than just removing part of the word as in stemming. Most of the time, lemmatization
cannot be used on top of stemming as they could infer with each other.
e.g. : Feet, Footing, footage =¿ foot
Stopwords removal: Stopwords are the different words most frequently appear in the
language and sometime refer to conjunctions and pronouns that do not contribute a lot to
the meaning of the sentence [CCP19]. By removing low information words from tex, we
can focus on the more important words. Stopwords removal is always associated with a
stop word list that can more or less impact the words to be removed. Stopwords do not
impact much classification systems but help reduce the sample size [QSF+18, WK92].
e.g. : What is the name of the president of the US? → name president US
Noise removal: It concerns removing digital pieces or numbers that can infer with the
text analysis. It is highly important as some datasets have specific formats that can make
any other processing obsolete [6]. It is one of the most important steps of text preprocessing
and is highly domain dependent.
e.g. : [sentence] The name of tag is sentence [sentence] → The name of the tag is
sentence
Text enrichment: It simply revolves around adding relevant information to the text
data that was not previously present [CCP19]. Text enrichment adds more semantics to
the original text, hence improving its predictive capacity. Word embedding layers are
really popular as a text enrichment technique, especially for deep learning models for
classification, search, summarization and text generation [HC16]. The idea behind all of
the word embeddings is to capture with them as much of the semantical, morphological,
context and hierarchical information as possible. Most of them are based of a vector
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mapping within the text and documents. One-hot encoding, TF-IDF, Skip-gram, Word2vec,
GloVe and FastText are example of embeddings commonly used for text enrichment.
2.2.2 Text Cleanup
Text cleanup generally refers to the correction of elements within the text. Operations
in the text cleanup are generally encoding the data to the right format (UTF-8, ASCII),
apostrophe lookup, removal of expressions (specific to theater pieces), standardizing words,
grammar check and spelling corrections.
Example: I was sooooo despaired to finish this papers I “blasted” through it tho. lol
→ I was so despaired to finish this paper that I blasted through it though.
This part is generally helpful for domain specific information such as Tweets, theater
pieces, narrative books and encoded text [Man09]. Text cleanup can intervene earlier in the
process if required to remove word ambiguity and ease the process of lemmatization.
2.2.3 Tokenization
Tokenization is breaking up a text in a set of tokens, that are individual words [MS12].
The tokenization can varies based on the punctuation rules of the text. Noise removal and
text cleanup make it easy to tokenize text, but compose structures requiring apostrophes or
dashes can make the tokenization more complex.
Information extraction is the branch of text mining associated with the creation of
summaries, topic modeling and other extractive techniques that provide significant and
useful information to the user [CCP19].
2.2.4 Part of speech tagging
It is the process of word-category disambiguation during which words in the text
are marked up as part of speech, based on their definition and context. In simple terms,
part of speech tagging assigns a distinctive property to the word (adverb, pronoun, parent,
17
Figure 2.1: Tokenization models
power) that influences the understanding of the sentence for different summarization and
information retrieval models.
e.g. : [‘Can‘, ‘you‘, ‘please’, ‘buy’, ‘me’, ‘an’, ‘Arizona’, ‘Ice’, ‘Tea’, ‘?’, ‘It’, “‘s”,
‘$’, ‘0.99’, ‘.’] → [(‘Can’, ‘MD’), (‘you’, ‘PRP’), (‘please’, ‘VB’), (‘buy’, ‘VB’), (‘me’,
‘PRP’), (‘an’, ‘DT’), (‘Arizona’, ‘NNP’), (‘Ice’, ‘NNP’), (‘Tea’, ‘NNP’), (‘?’, ‘.’), (‘It’,
‘PRP’), (“‘s”, ‘VBZ’), (‘$’, ‘$’), (‘0.99’, ‘CD’), (‘.’, ‘.’)]
Successfully operating those initial steps of text mining widely ensures the success of
the training of the model to be defined later on. In the case of text summarization, it is
shown that part of speech tagging helps in assessing what are the important parts of the
text and which are not relevant, especially in extractive text summarization with sentence
scoring [Sar07].
2.3 Text Summarization
Text summarization is the process of converting a text into a smaller text that contains
its most relevant information. Text summarization belongs to the sub-category of text
18
mining called information extraction. Information extraction is the automatic extraction
of structured information such as entities, relationships with entities and attributes from
unstructured sources [Moh13][14]. Text summarization aims to transform long texts into
short version, which can be difficult to achieve manually. Automatic text summarization
refers to the operation of text summarization using a computer or machine.
Figure 2.2: Summarization Overview
The summarization of text is divided into two categories which are the extractive
text summarization and the abstractive text summarization. Each uses specific factors and
techniques with different level of success.
2.3.1 Extractive Text Summarization
Extractive text summary is one methodology of text summarization that consists in
picking parts of a sentence and compile them as a summary based on specific metrics.
Extractive text summary has been the summarization technique of choice for years
before the recent improvements of machine learning and abstractive text summarization.
Extractive summarization main issue resides in the coherence of the result [AA09]. In
effect, sentences are sometimes longer than needed and contain information that lack the
required context to efficiently represent the information at hand. Contradictory points
also tend to not be caught properly by extractive text summarization [QSF+18, Moh13,
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FDL+13]. Example: Joseph and Mary rode on a donkey to attend the annual event in
Jerusalem. In the city, Mary gave birth to a child named Jesus. =¿ Joseph and Mary attend
event Jerusalem. Mary birth
Using POS tagger, along with other textual metrics such as the length of the key
phrase, the frequency of the key phrase, the most recurring word in the key phrase and
the number of characters in the key phrase, it is possible to define an algorithm performant
enough to extract accurate summaries from a text [13].
2.3.2 Abstractive Text Summarization
Contrarily to extractive summarization that crops and stitches pieces of the original
document to create a comprehensive summary, abstractive text summary generates
natural language summaries from a document input while retaining the important points.
Abstractive text summarization most of the time uses Natural Language Processing
and Deep Learning to create coherent and comprehensible summaries. Abstractive
summarization method compiles words based on their semantics. The goal of abstractive
summarization is to convey a text with more critical from the original text.
Figure 2.3: Abstractive Text Summarization
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2.3.3 Text Coherence
Coherence is the property associated with text that are easy to read and understand
[MH91]. A text is said to be coherent if there is a high degree of meaning overlapping
between consecutive sentences [Lan06]]. This means that based on a certain measure of
similarity of the sentences, we can observe coherence between two sentences. The closer
they are in term of similarity, the more coherence there is in the textual content. Our paper
focuses on semantic relatedness to provide summaries clusters before evaluation. Lexical
cohesion arises from the semantic relationship between words [LH13]. Therefore, our
main requirement is to have a lexical relation between the words and sentences in the text.
Coherent units will have a high concentration of lexical chains [MH91]. The similarity of
sentences can be based on their TF-IDF scores, making it a vector based approach. The
coherence is measured through averaging the topic relatedness of consecutive sentences.
The coherence of a sentence T can be expressed as:
coherence(T ) = (
n∑
1
sim(S i, S i+1))/(n − 1)
Where sim(S i, S i+1) is the similarity between sentence i and sentence i + 1. For text
analysis, It has been proven that cosine similarity provides the best result in term of topic
grouping and clustering. A more in depth calculation system, Distance Weighted Cosine
similarity, provides even better results [KB18]. Our similarity between sentences can be
expressed as:
sim(S i, S i+1) = cos(µ(~S i), µ(~S i+1))
Where µ(~S i) = 1|S i |
∑
~w∈S i ~w and ~w is the vector for word w. Maximizing the text
coherence of the summaries is the intent of our summarization. The problem is that
abstractive summarization techniques do not take this in account, making summaries
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sometimes incongruent [Sar07, FDL+13]. Extractive summarization techniques based on
sentence scoring tend to have an advantage in that domain by compiling different possible
scores (similarity to header, similarity to title, similarity to non consecutive sentences of the
text, sentence length) and extracting the sentences with the highest scores [CY04, CAR16],
and providing the high level of text coherence. Therefore, elements such as the position of
the sentence, the title similarity and the sentence-to-sentence cohesion should be taken in
account when defining our summaries. The ratio of sum of similarities is one of the best
elements for sentence scoring as it gives a view of the coherence of one statement with all
the other sentences in the document. It can be expressed as:
f (S i) =
S S S i
max(S S S )
Where S S S i is the sum of similarities shared by the sentence i and max(S S S ) is
the maximal value of the different similarities sum for all the sentences in the document.
Adding such features as input to our model could improve the overall coherence of the final
summarized document [CAR16].
2.4 Natural Language Processing
Natural Language processing (NLP) refers to the branch of artificial intelligence
related to the use of natural language between the computer and the human. In our
specific case, summarization is the activity of Natural Language Processing we are trying
to achieve. Beyond syntax analysis and semantic parsing, mathematics-based techniques
enable us to gather more information from the documents at hand. Among those techniques
we have TF-IDF and LDA.
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2.4.1 TF-IDF
Text Frequency Inverse Document Frequency is a statistics-based techniques that
provides point values to words within a corpus. In effect, be x the number of documents
the word m appears in and wi be the frequency of the word in a specific document.
t f (m) = number of times the word m appears in the document / total number of terms
in the document IDF(m) = loge(total number of documents / number of documents with
the term m in it)
TF TF TF TF-IDF TF-IDF TF-IDF
Term DF IDF D1 D2 D3 D1 D2 D3
Car 18.16 1.6 27 4 24 44.5 6.6 39.6
Insurance 6.72 2.0 3 33 0 6.2 68.6 0
Best 25.23 1.5 14 0 17 21 0 25.5
Table 2.3: TF-IDF Table
TF-IDF score is essential in information retrieval and information extraction as it
provides a scoring to documents based on their relatedness to a specific word. In a sense,
sentence scoring [CY04] based on TF-IDF assumes that if a sentences has more specific
words, then it must be more important. Also, based on ROUGE evaluation [WB11], we
observe that the summarization based on text scoring using TF-IDF provides the best result
in term of recall and is one of the best solution for extractive summarization.
2.4.2 LDA
Latent Dirichlet Allocation is a probabilistic topic modeling technique that enables to
evaluate the topics proportions and establish relevant topics out of our document content.
LDA is sometimes uses in text unsupervised classification due to the absence of precise
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classification parameter [Cla13]. It appears to be a great tool when there is a need for
topics and classification of elements. Each document can be described by a distribution of
topics and each topic can be described by a distribution of words. LDA is a probabilistic
model with a corresponding generative process from which documents are supposed to be
generated [Gey07]. The generative process can be made of 3 steps which are: Randomly
selecting a distribution of topics, for each word, randomly choose a topic among the
distribution of topics and randomly choose a word from the selected topic. The generative
distribution can be expressed using the following terms:
• B1:k are the topics where each Bk is a distribution over the vocabulary
• Od are the topic proportions for document d
• Od,k is the topic proportion of topic k in document d
• Zd are the topic assignments for document d
• Zd,n is the topic assignment for word n in document d
• Wd are the observed words for document d
The joint distribution is expressed as:










LDA is based on two main probabilistic distribution that are the multinomial
distribution [Lin16] and the Dirichlet distribution [Yil12]. Observing the generative process
of the LDA, we can isolate two main elements:
• Bk which is the distribution over vocabulary for topic k
• Od:k which is the topic proportion for topic k in document d.
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The second parameter is the one we are mainly concerned about as grouping the summary
statements logically can be reduced to compiling similar and consecutive statements of the
same topic in one logic block that we decided to name a seed. Using the posterior estimate
from the Gibbs sampling [HF95], we have the following equation:
• Zi is the topic assigned to the ith token in the whole collection
• Di is the document containing the ith token
• Wi is the word type of the ith token
• Z−i is the set of topic assignments for all the remaining tokens
• . Is the remaining information such as the hyperparameters.
p(zi = j|z−i,wi, di, ·)α
CWTwi j + η∑W
w=1 C
WT
w j + Wη





In which CWT and CDT are the matrices count for the word topic and the document
topic. For this equation, we can find our topic proportion per document to be given by the
equation:
θd j =




Therefore, for high values of alpha, we observe that our topic proportion tends to 0.




Neural networks are algorithms modeled after the logic of a human brain and set to
recognize patterns that may not be represented linearly without complex transformation.
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Figure 2.4: Plate Representation of LDA, From [SB19]
The patterns are numerical and contained in vectors into which any sensorial data must be
translated. Neural networks are especially useful in solving problems that cannot be solved
linearly or using clustering. Most of the time, the problem is too complex to be solved using
the simple regression techniques [FDL+13, ON15]. The simplest form a neural network is
a perceptron or artificial neuron. The main characteristics of an artificial neuron are the
inputs and the activation function. Generally, the inputs are a set of numerical or binary
data fed to the neuron in a specific order. The activation function is a switch that turns on
whenever a specific threshold is reached and provide the output value, or change the state.
That change of state can be from 0 to 1, from -1 to 1 or from 0 to values greater than 0. The




In this equation, z is the input value and f(z) is the activation function of the neuron.
Each neuron has a node and a set of weighted inputs, along with a bias. The bias is an
added value to the node that changes the overall output of the activation function.
When considering the bias b, the input to the node can be expressed as
ninput = x1w1 + x2w2 + x3w3 + b
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Figure 2.5: Node with inputs, From [Pre16]
Where W1, W2 and W3 are the weights of the inputs. Neural networks come in different
forms and functions. Nonetheless, we focus on three main neural networks that have
proved their efficiency when generating abstractive summaries. Those neural networks
are Convolutional Neural Networks and Recurrent Neural Networks.
2.5.2 Convolutional Neural Network
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are a special Artificial Neural Network
architecture within which convolutional analysis is the basis of understanding of the
features. Put in perspective, most of the features in the simpler form of neural network
are analyzed as vectors and matrices, but the values of nearby features do not affect the
analyzed component.
Contrarily to the simple Artificial Neural Network architecture, the input is analyzed
as kernel and computed using the overlapping values between the kernel and the input
[KGB14]. Most of the time, the input will be an image or any element that can be
represented as a matrix. The hypothesis behind convolutional neural networks is that
elements that are spatially close have influence over each other. This is highly true when
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Figure 2.6: Convolutional Neural Network, From [Sum18]
processing images and in some instances, it also applies to text as textual elements have
impact over other textual elements surrounding them [LB05]. If the image is denoted as
f and the kernel as h, the indexes and rows of the image data denoted as m and n, we can
determine the feature map values.





h[ j, k] f [m − j, n − k]
As presented in part 3.3 in reference to text coherence, the proximity of semantic
elements of similar nature is the proof of coherence in the document. Now, the main
issues that arises is how to represent a document in a valid form for interpretation by a
CNN. CNN have been used successfully for operations such as sentiment analysis and text
summarization. As explained in [CAR16], let d denote the dimension of word embedding,
and s a document phrase consisting of a sequence of n words (w1, w2,. . . , wn) which can
be represented by the dense column matrix W belonging to the space R n x d. Applying a
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temporal narrow convolution between our input matrix W and the kernel K belonging to R
c x d of width c, we obtain the following equation:
f ij = tanh(W j: j+c−1 ⊗ K + b)
Where ⊗ is the Hadamard product followed by a sum over all elements. F ij is the
feature j of the feature map fi with bias b. Max Pooling is applied to get a single feature
representing the phrase under the kernel K so that:
S i,K = max j f ij
At the end, for each phrase, we obtain a phrase vectors that can later be used in other
models for further analysis.
2.5.3 LSTM
Long Short-Term Memory [LXZZ17] is a type of neural network widely used in
problem such as speech recognition and language processing for its capacity to learn order
dependence in sequence prediction problems. LSTM is a special type of RNN. A Recurrent
Neural Network is multiple copies of a similar network, each providing a message to the
next network in the chain. Recurrent Neural Networks provide a new way to analyze data
based on time delay and information transfer. In our specific case, LSTM are the second
layer of the CNN-LSTM [ON15] model we desire to use for our architecture.
The LSTM is made of 4 principal gates which are:
• The forget gate uses the output of the previous state h(t-1) and takes decision about
what needs to be deleted, thus keeping only important information. It is generally
associated with a sigmoid function and is represented by the function
ft = σ(W f · [ht−1, xt] + b f )
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Figure 2.7: Sample LSTM, From [dpr19]
• The input gate, which decides how much to add from the present input within a
particular scale. It is defined by the functions
it = σ(Wi · [ht−1, xt] + bi)
Ct = tanh(WC · [ht−1, xt] + bC)
• The present state is given by:
Ct = ft ∗Ct−1 + it ∗Ct
• The output gate that decides what will be the result by using a sigmoid function. It is
given by the equation
ot = σ(Wo[ht−1,xt] + bo)
ht = ot ∗ tanh(Ct)
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This system improves the result of the usage of recurrent neural networks by
cancelling the gradient vanishing and reducing the time complexity of the training.
2.5.4 Generative Adversarial Network (GAN)
A GAN [Mer19] is a deep learning generative model. Is made of two essential
components that are the Generator, that creates new examples for the problem, and the
Discriminator, that is used to make the distinction between real and fake images.
Figure 2.8: Generative Adversarial Network, From [XZH+17]
The generative aspect of GANs and their capacity to produce relevant result out of
information provided by the user makes them a great tool for generating frame sequences





The discriminator is allowed to reached an optimum based on G and hence the
convergence of Pg toward Pdata.
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3 Chapter III: Methodology
The ideology behind this experiment is to evaluate how the summarization and focus
on the text coherence can impact the end result of a generative procedure that transforms
text to image using GANs. We take advantage of the methodologies and process already
present to help us fine tune our summarization procedures and create seeds that will perform
better in term of text to image conversion. To initiate the research and ensure the success
of our methodology, we first apply state of the art cleaning techniques and on our text
data. This increases the precision of our algorithms and enhances the scoring applied to
the sentences post pre-processing. The next step concerns the summarization that will
be operated using three techniques well known and assessing the impact of coherence
boosting to the result of the summarization using Rouge score. This is important to prove
that an increase in the summarization quality can be made by focusing on the coherence
but similarly, that the coherence of the summaries can be increased through coherence
based scoring. The grouping of the sentences in order of topic relatedness is the next step
of our operation and we expect the average seed coherence to be maximized. Finally,
our formatted seeds will be converted into images along with non-grouped summaries to
establish a qualitative analysis of the resulting images. The final group of images provided
as output of the GANs will not be evaluated based on a metrics as no image quality metrics
is provided to this day. Nevertheless, the capacity for the image to appear usable as an
illustration is one of the fundamental criteria of the success of this operation.
3.1 Dataset
The main goal of this paper is to prove the capacity of the solution propose to convert
complex text in a graphical representation that can be interpreted by a human without
difficulty. To do so, we decided to use the corpus India News Summaries that has stories
about actions, elements and persons, and would be great to express our capacity to create
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Figure 3.1: Overall System
content out of relevant text. As explained earlier, the very first phase of our analysis will
be to prepare our text for the summarization algorithm by cleanup and tokenization.
3.2 Models
To achieve a clear and objective summarization, we approach it using four different
models, selected for their relative efficiency in the definition of summaries and their
reliability. These three models are Attention-base LSTM, Seq2Seq, Bidirectional LSTM
and a self-implemented Attention-based bidirectional LSTM. The later model did not have
any previous reference and will be used to measure the impact of Attention layer on the
overall result. We also used a simple version of TextRank to see the difference in results
between abstractive summarization and extractive summarization.
3.2.1 Attention-Based LSTM
As explained in Fig 3.2, The attention based LSTM adds an attention layer [BCB14,
Mer19]. The relative problem with encoder decoder is being able to compress the necessary
information into a source vector, hence making it difficult to cope with long sentences. This
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Figure 3.2: Attention Based LSTM, From [Nir19]
is why attention layer helps lift the weight of encoding sequences into fixed length vectors
from the encoder by defining the input sequence into a set of vectors and choosing a subset
of these vectors adaptively during the translation or summarization [BCB14].
3.2.2 Seq2Seq
Seq2Seq is the base model used in any form of summarization or translation. It uses an
encoder and a decoder with fixed length input vectors to determine which word or sentence
can be used as a result of a specific input. As you can see in Fig 3.3. It uses an embedding
layer that feeds into an LSTM or RNN (Encoder) , and this one provides step information
for another LSTM (decoder) to provide translation, summary or response.
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Figure 3.3: Seq2Seq, From [Cha19]
3.2.3 Bidirectional LSTM
Bidirectional LSTM runs input in two ways, one form the past, and one form the
future. This model preserves information from the future and using the two hidden states
combined, we are able to preserve both present and future.
3.2.4 Attention-based Bidirectional LSTM
Attention-based Bidirectional LSTM [ZST+16] pushes further the capacity of the
bidirectional LSTM by adding an Attentional layer in between the encoder and the decoder,
already using a bidirectional LSTM. The advantages provided in the definition of the
Attention-based LSTM are the same, providing a slight boost over the already well
performing bidirectional LSTM.
3.2.5 TextRank
TextRank is a widely used and approved extractive summarization model used to
identify the most important words or sentences in a text. This model is used as a benchmark
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Figure 3.4: Bidirectional LSTM, From [Lil19]
to appreciate the performance of the other models and also, provide a starting point to the
conversion of text to images.
3.2.6 Attentional Generative Adversarial Network (Attn-GAN)
AttnGan is a Generative Adversarial Network that uses an Attention layer and enables
the conversion of text to images. Our goal in our experiment is not to improve the model
but use it as a tool to evaluate the impact of different summarization techniques on the end
result image.
3.3 Preprocessing
To preprocess our data, we went through intense data cleaning, during which every
non desirable character was removed from texts and summaries. We also applied a
lemmatization and removed words that appea more than 100 times in the whole document.
We then proceeded with a tokenization of the dataset, using 65 characters as the maximum
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Figure 3.5: Attention based Bidirectional LSTM, From [ZST+16]
number of characters required for the text and 15 the maximum number of characters
required for the summary. We later proceeded to the implementation of the different models
and set our operations.
3.4 Environment
The achievement of this research was possible with the use of a single device. The
size of the dataset (<200MB) and the low complexity of the models and lack of need for
supplementary training made it easy to run the operations on a single machine.
The hardware used was a mid 2015 MacBook Pro with 2.7 GHz Intel Core i5, one
graphic card Intel Iris Graphics 6100 1536 MB, 8 GB 1867 MHz DDR3 of RAM storage
and 256 GB SSD. The storage was the main issue at the beginning of the experiment when
using larger dataset. But the reduction in size helped permit the experiment to hold true.
The software used was the following:
• OSX High Sierra : Operating System hosted on the Mac pro.
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Figure 3.6: Attention Based GAN, From [XZH+17]
• Jupyter Notebook: Integrated development environment used to build and visualize
the models.
• Pycharm: Integrated development environment used to preprocess the data.
• Python 3.7: Programming language used for the research
• Keras-CPU: Machine learning Framework with Tensorflow backend. Useful to build
neural network and tune hyperparameters.
• OpenCV: Computer vision framework used for preprocessing.
• Tensorflow 3: Machine Learning framework provided by Google
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Figure 3.7: Example of generated image, From [XZH+17]
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4 Chapter IV: Result
4.1 Data Understanding
The very first step to understanding our results sits in the definition of our dataset and
the preliminary operations. As we identified before, we decided to go with 65 characters
as base input and 15 characters limit for the summary based on the training data.
Figure 4.1: Summaries and articles lengths histogram
4.2 Models Setup
The different models used for this experiment were Seq2Seq, Attn-LSTM, Bidirec-
tional LSTM and Attn-Bidirectional LSTM. Each model was trained with a total of 10000
data points and a vocabulary of 7994 unique words. The latent dimension for each LSTM
layer was 300 and we set our embedding layer to have a dimension of 200. The learning
rate was set to 2.5 ∗ 10−5, We also set an early stopping with a patience of 5 based on the





LSTM Layer Dimension 500
Embedding Layer Dimension 150
Learning Rate 0.000025
Early Stopping patience 5
Table 4.1: Hyper-Parameters
4.3 Models Results
4.3.1 Models Validation and Training Loss curves
In Fig 4.2, We clearly observe that the training of the model provided sub-par results
and ended in a training loss of 2.275 and a validation loss of 2.258. This can be due to a
learning rate too high for the complexity of the model or a dataset that is not clean enough.
For our three other models in Fig 4.3, Fig 4.4 and Fig 4.5, We observe that the
training loss has a continuously decreasing curve and the validation loss has a curve that
saddles around 2.087. These values provided medium level summaries whose Rouge-Score
evaluation provided the following result table.
model Rouge1 Rouge2 RougeL
0 Attention-LSTM 0.082377 0.008868 0.105263
1 S2S 0.157929 0.025037 0.153168
2 Bidirectional-LSTM 0.289683 0.083734 0.288116
3 Attn-Bidirectional LSTM 0.329866 0.107328 0.33508
Table 4.2: Rouge scores for our different summarization models
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Figure 4.2: Training and validation loss for Attn-LSTM
The rouge scores present the clear superiority of the Attn-bidirectional LSTM model
in term of abstractive text summarization compared to the other models under an evaluation
based on the same parameters.
4.3.2 Coherence results and LDA results
The coherence score of the summaries, grouped by set of three with summary
coherence grouping threshold:
We observe in figure 4.6 that the grouped summaries coherence is slightly higher,
compared to the coherence provided during the analysis of the complete articles as you can
see in figure 4.7
The association of summaries by topic did not have a high impact on the end result as
most of the individual summaries diverge in topic.
4.3.3 GAN Images
The different sample images were generated using the Attn-Bidirectional LSTM
summarization model and coherence grouping.
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Figure 4.3: Training and validation loss for Seq2Seq
Figure 4.4: Training and validation loss for Bidirectional LSTM
Figure 4.5: Training and validation loss for Attn-Bidirectional LSTM
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Figure 4.6: Summaries Coherence histogram
Figure 4.7: Articles Coherence histogram
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Figure 4.8: Generated images
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5 Chapter V: Conclusion
Information extraction is a branch of text mining that discusses the means and methods
to gather useful information from a text. The generation of images from text is a novel topic
that is progressively gaining traction and changing the way we approach text representation.
Our goal in this research was to assess the pipeline of transformation of long text in set of
images and provide a qualitative assessment over the images generated. We observed that
while the quality of the summarization has a direct impact on the quality of the provided
image at the end of the operation, elements such as the coherence or topic grouping have
a minimal impact on the overarching result. In fact, the coherence grouping only helps in
situations where there is not enough information in one summary to produce a valuable
image. While the qualitative assessment of the image was used as judgement, a desire for
a methodology to grade the realism of the result image, independently of the dataset used,
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